[Towards a protocol for the good use of the day hospital: an analysis of the level of the care supplied].
Day hospital (DH) is an intermediate way of assistance between ambulatory activity and ordinary hospitalization, with the object of increasing efficiency of hospital services. Nowadays data about real efficiency of DH use are lacking, but probably inappropriateness of DH use is high. Aim of our study has been to analyze the complexity of the services provided by DH in our hospital in 1996. Therefore, we have analyzed 100 case sheets, regarding medical DHs, selected at random among the DHs performed in the year. Our analysis has evidenced that 67.7% of DHs had only one access and in 37% of accesses only one service has been performed. 31.1% of DHs required only clinical evaluation, laboratory analyses, ECG or chest X-ray. 59% of DHs had diagnostic reasons, only 10% therapeutic reasons. Only in 35 of the 75 patients who used DH (46.6%), DH was the only recovery in the year, the others have been recovered more than one (from 1 to 6). In conclusion, our data show that complexity of DH is low and that DH seems substitute ambulatory services rather than ordinary hospitalization.